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The wonderful sequel to the bestselling and widely acclaimed Edward the Emu. Now, we all know what happened after Edward met his mate
Edwina ... little emus of course! But with a completely modern challenge for their mother of again finding her true place in the scheme of
things. Hilarity is bound to happen as Edwina goes job searching while Edward stays on the nest! AWARDS FOR EDWARD THE EMU
Shortlisted - 1989 CBCA Picture Book of the Year
In 2014, two of Australia's most high-profile journalists sat at a kitchen table, hit record on a phone and started a rambling conversation that’s
still going on (and on). From books to TV, music to cooking, friendship to films, there’s little cultural terrain Annabel Crabb and Leigh Sales
haven’t traversed in their oddly named but nonetheless wildly popular podcast Chat 10 Looks 3. Now, in their first book together, the pair
takes a stroll through some of the issues of our time, offering advice for would-be writers, thoughts on developing a rich reading life, tips for
navigating the perilous world of social media, and the secrets of a great friendship, all with the digressions that listeners of their podcast have
come to love. Here Crabb and Sales discuss kindness, success and failure, and not taking yourself – or others – too seriously, with a liberal
sprinkling of fairy wrens, granny pants, show tunes, creative insults, diabolical mum bags and CLANGs. Whether you’re a devoted listener of
Chat 10 Looks 3, curious as to what all the fuss is about, or simply looking to cry-laugh on public transport, Well Hello is the book for you.
Just Because You’re a Christian Doesn’t Mean You’re Healthy We tend to assume we’re okay—until we’re not. Getting healthy is an
ongoing process that requires you to stop, dig deep, and ask yourself the hard questions. In Are You Really OK? author and licensed
counselor Debra Fileta challenges you to get real with who you are and how you’re doing spiritually, emotionally, mentally, and physically so
you can recognize where you need growth and healing. You’ll learn to… understand and express your emotions in healthy and helpful ways
get to the root of what you believe about yourself, others, and God recognize the influences of past traumas and replace them with God’s
truth honestly assess your own mental health, and pursue help when it’s needed prioritize your physical wellbeing and see how it affects
every other area of your life It’s time to get intentional about pursuing health in every part of your life. Using a combination of science,
psychology, and faith, Are You Really OK? will help you get healthy from the inside out.
The idea of a moral economy has been explored and assessed in numerous disciplines. The anthropological studies in this volume provide a
new perspective to this idea by showing how the relations of workers, employees and employers, and of firms, families and households are
interwoven with local notions of moralities. From concepts of individual autonomy, kinship obligations, to ways of expressing mutuality or
creativity, moral values exert an unrealized influence, and these often produce more consent than resistance or outrage.
Content: Sunday Services, The Liturgical Psalter, Daily Prayer, The Church¿s Year, Pastoral Services, The Ordinal, Supplementary Material.

This single volume affords instant access to more than 35,000 individual biographies of the people whose activities are
shaping today's world. Among those profiled are prominent government figures, high-ranking military officers, leaders of
the largest corporations in each country, heads of religious organizations, pioneers in science & the arts & many more.
This book is arranged in alphabetical order and traces the development of Sydney suburbs from their first settlement to
the present day.
Learning from agri-environment schemes in Australia is a book about the birds and the beef — more specifically it is about
the billions of dollars that governments pay farmers around the world each year to protect and restore biodiversity. After
more than two decades of these schemes in Australia, what have we learnt? Are we getting the most out of these
investments, and how should we do things differently in the future? Involving contributions from ecologists, economists,
social scientists, restoration practitioners and policymakers, this book provides short, engaging chapters that cover a
wide spectrum of environmental, agricultural and social issues involved in agri-environment schemes.
Home ownership has long been part of the Australian dream, but until recently it was a dream controlled by the banks
and out of reach for many Australians. These days the market is wide open and more Australians than ever before are
experiencing the joys of home ownership. The catalyst for this change was one visionary man and his brave,
revolutionary business idea. Aussie John is the story of John Symond's life, from his happy childhood in Brisbane and
Sydney's west and his financial failure after the 1987 crash, to his emergence as one of Australia's most inspiring
businessmen. But more than this, this book is a manual for how to succeed in business.
A forthright biography of Australia's most successful and controversial swimming coach. Don Talbot's story is unique over the fifty years he has been coach to almost every gold medallist and great name in Australian swimming.
'By day, we were at school learning logarithms, but by night - in the back of cars, under the bowling alley, on Cronulla Beach, or, if you were
lucky, in a bed while someone's parents were out - you paid off your friendship ring.' For Deb and Sue, life is about surfies, panel vans,
straight-leg Levis, nicking off from school, getting wasted, friendships and fitting in. But why should guys have all the fun? When Deb and Sue
decide to take to the waves on boards, a whole culture is upturned. Puberty Blues is raw, humorous and painfully honest. An Australian
classic that has been reimagined in film and on TV and shocking, exercising, empowering and entertaining readers for more than four
decades.
Includes various departmental reports and reports of commissions. Cf. Gregory. Serial publications of foreign governments, 1815-1931.
Jewish resistance.
The Sutherland Shire is blessed with amenities that are second to none, including icons like Elouera Beach, 'Shark Park', Westfield 'Miranda
Fair', 'Tradies', Camellia Gardens, Royal National Park and Towra Point Nature Reserve. Sticks and Stones is Arthur Gietzelt's inspiring
account of the efforts and sometimes turbulent battles involving his local government team in shaping these and many other Shire landmarks.
During his time as Councillor (1956-1971) and nine terms as Shire President, Arthur led the transformation of the Shire from largely bushland
to an emerging modern day metropolis. At the same time, Arthur was a left-wing stalwart and strategist within the Australian Labor Party, and
he fought for wider causes such as the anti-apartheid and peace movements, social justice and the public good. Arthur's fighting qualities
nearly cost him his life, when his family home was bombed in 1971. The assassination attempt was not long after he led the Council ban of a
racially-selected South African surf lifesaving team from competing on Cronulla beaches. It was the first time an Australian government
authority imposed sporting sanctions against South Africa for their apartheid policy. This copious slice of local government history is
compelling reading for anyone wishing to muster people power in support of a local cause, and is an essential resource for any institution
teaching the political or social sciences.
Eric Carle's familiar illustrations of brown bear, red bird, yellow duck and the other endearing animals from his classic creation parade across
the pages of this great interactive board book. As each page is turned, a new animal and its colour are introduced, accompanied by Bill
Martin's singsong, rhyming questionand- response text to read aloud or listen to. There are sliding doors throughout the book, which children
will just love to open, so they can discover what the next animal in this engaging story will be.
Winner of the 2018 Griffin Award, Prima Facie is an indictment of the Australian legal systems failure to provide reliable pathways to justice
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for women in rape, sexual assault or harassment cases. Its a work of fiction, but one that could have been ripped from the headlines of any
paper, any day of the week, so common you could cry. Sheridan Harbridge stars as Tessaa criminal lawyer at the top of her game who
knows the law permits no room for emotion. To win, you just need to believe in the rules. And Tessa loves to win, even when defending
clients accused of sexual assault. Her court-ordained duty trumps her feminism. But when she finds herself on the other side of the bar,
Tessa is forced into the shadows of doubt shes so ruthlessly cast over other women. Turning Sydneys courts of law into a different kind of
stage, Suzie Millers (Sunset Strip, Caress/Ache) taut, rapid-fire and gripping one-woman show exposes the shortcomings of a patriarchal
justice system where its her word against his. Maybe we need a new system.
Andy and Terry live in a treehouse. But it's not just any old treehouse, it's the most amazing treehouse in the world! This treehouse has
thirteen stories, a bowling alley, a see-through swimming pool, a secret underground laboratory, and a marshmallow machine that follows you
around and automatically shoots marshmallows into your mouth whenever you are hungry. Life would be perfect for Andy and Terry if it
wasn't for the fact that they have to write their next book, which is almost impossible because there are just so many distractions, including
thirteen flying cats, giant bananas, mermaids, a sea monsters pretending to be mermaids, enormous gorillas, and dangerous burp gasbubblegum bubbles! Join the fun with The 13-Story Treehouse by Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton. This title has Common Core connections.
Urban trauma describes a condition where conflict or catastrophe has disrupted and damaged not only the physical environment and
infrastructure of a city, but also the social and cultural networks. Cities experiencing trauma dominate the daily news. Images of blasted
buildings, or events such as Hurricane Katrina exemplify the sense of 'immediate impact'. But how is this trauma to be understood in its
aftermath, and in urban terms? What is the response of the discipline to the post-traumatic condition? On the one hand, one can try to restore
and recover everything that has passed, or otherwise see the post-traumatic city as a resilient space poised on the cusp of new potentialities.
While repair and reconstruction are automatic reflexes, the knowledge and practices of the disciplines need to be imbued with a deeper
understanding of the effect of trauma on cities and their contingent realities. This issue will pursue this latter approach, using examples of
post-traumatic urban conditions to rethink the agency of architecture and urbanism in the contemporary world. Post-traumatic urbanism
demands of architects the mobilisation of skills, criticality and creativity in contexts in which they are not familiar. The post-traumatic is no
longer the exception; it is the global condition. Contributors include: Andrew Benjamin Ole Bouman Tony Chakar Mark Fisher Christopher
Hight Brian Massumi Todd Reisz Eyal Weizman Slavojiek Counterpoint critics: Jayne Merkel Craig Whitaker Encompasses: Urban conflict
Reconstruction Infrastructure Development Climate change Public relations Population growth Film
A story about what it means to be a friend … Five women, best friends for decades, meet once a month to talk about books … and life, love and
the jagged bits in between. Dissecting each other’s lives seems the most natural thing in the world – and honesty, no matter how brutal, is
something they treasure. Best friends tell each other everything, don’t they? But each woman harbours a complex secret and one weekend,
without warning, everything comes unstuck. Izzy, soon to be the first Black woman with her own television show, has to make a decision that
will change everything. Veronica, recently divorced and dedicated to raising the best sons in the world, has forgotten who she is. Xanthe,
desperate for a baby, can think of nothing else, even at the expense of her marriage. Nadine, so successful at writing other people’s stories,
is determined to blot out her own. Ellen, footloose by choice, begins to question all that she’s fought for. When their circle begins to fracture
and the old childhood ways don’t work anymore, is their sense of sistahood enough to keep it intact? How well do these tiddas really know
each other? ‘Generous and witty: only Anita Heiss is writing this new, contemporary women’s story.’ - Susan Johnson
Also contains history of early Sydney and New South Wales.
Includes Dharawal translation of Australian National Anthem, c2001.
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